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Dummy big
Solution

Lace Garden is a design which
combines traditional and very
elegant layout - ogee - with very
modern interpretation of lace. The
design is very intricate with many
details and textures, which add
interest and make it unique. The
design looks good both in big and
small scale, allowing for making
garments, which are flattering on
women's body.
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Why does your design stand out?

Hand drawn elements and textures make Lace Garden unique. Traditional elegant layout
combined with modern colors and overlay effects bring freshness to the desing and make it
stand out.
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Which kind of brands do you imagine using your design?

Brands, which offer elegant dresses and evening wear.
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Have you used any third-party material? Even if you've modified it, source the
original here. See FAQ for details.

The fashion model images are used exclusively for creating mocku ps. Copyright:
www.renttherunway.com, style.com. The drawing placed in the inside of the diamond shape is a
public domain image and has been obtained from Dover Publications. The remaining part of the
design has been drawn by me.
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Creative's profile

Magdalena Bardzinska-Frank
Surface Pattern Designer
Düsseldorf, Germany

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Photography, Textile Design
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